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Naman, Howell, Smith and Lee, PLLC's Texas attorneys provide legal services for clients

involved in commercial and business litigation in Texas and throughout the United

States. Our focus is efficient and effective representation throughout the litigation

process, from initial strategy development through arbitration or trial, if necessary.

Our litigation success is the product of decades of experience, an ability to develop

innovative strategies, relentless preparation and uncompromising work ethic, persuasive

courtroom presentation, and a commitment to excellence.

We are experienced in various areas of commercial law, including but not limited to: 

● Breach of contract

● Breach of fiduciary duty

● Insurance coverage disputes

● Shareholder and partnership disputes

● Non-compete controversies

● Intellectual property issues

● Construction litigation

● Real estate litigation

● Employment and labor litigation

● Estate litigation

● Covenants related to employment and/or confidential information

● Consumer/Warranty claims

● Professional Liability

● Non-Medical - Attorneys, architects, engineers, real estate brokers, financial

advisors/brokers

● Medical providers

● Business torts

● Fraud and misrepresentation

● Interference with contractual relations or prospective business advantage

● Bad faith and unfair dealing

● Theft of trade secrets

● Collections
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Offering the Representation You Need to Succeed

When a company faces litigation, experienced legal representation is vital to ensuring

that the business's rights and assets are protected. We understand that disputes can

negatively impact a company's resources and take valuable attention away from its core

operations. Therefore, our attorneys work to resolve disputes as quickly and efficiently

as possible without losing sight of our clients' best interests.

We Have a History of Success With Our Clients

Our clients appreciate the attention, respect, and candor they receive from our firm. We

take pride in our long-term and repeat client relationships, built on referrals from

satisfied clients, colleagues in the legal community, and past opposing counsel and

parties. Many of our commercial clients have been with Naman, Howell, Smith and Lee,

PLLC for decades, choosing to return to our attorneys each time they need legal

representation. We strive to develop such a bond with each client we represent.
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